Thank You

We appreciate your consideration of our fine line of window and door products. Please request a copy of our “Lifetime of Integrity” warranty from your local dealer. We hope your experience with American Integrity is satisfying and our windows and doors bring you years of great performance.

AMERICAN INTEGRITY
13510 Central Road, Apple Valley, CA 92308
Phone: 760-247-1082 • 800-430-8785
Fax: 760-247-5856
www.americanintegrity.com
300 Heritage Series windows incorporate a narrow frame profile with great value and quality. Use 300 Heritage Series windows in new construction as well as for remodeling or replacement.

400 Legacy Series windows are similar to the 300 Heritage Series, featuring pleasing aesthetics inside and out. With an equal sash bar on the stationary panel and aluminum track, the 400 Legacy Series window will perform beautifully in your new construction or remodeled home.

500 Estate Series and 600 Signature Series windows provide distinctive beveled frame profiles in all styles of windows. 500 and 600 Series frame profiles will enhance any home’s appearance. These proprietary frames give the appearance of wood windows with the durability and low maintenance of vinyl.

360/460/560 Sliding Glass Doors have contemporary interior handles with a double mortise lock which exceeds AAMA forced entry codes. Ease of operation, stainless steel rollers, a deluxe screen door, and optional matching side lites makes this door an industry leader. With wider door frames, the 560 French Rail Sliding Glass Door gives the appearance of traditional French doors.
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American Made
Built with Integrity

500 Estate Series (white)

American Integrity
WINDOWS & DOORS
The horizontal sliding window embraces contemporary looks and simple ventilation. American Integrity Horizontal Sliding windows feature easy operation, a durable locking system, adjustable rollers and self-cleaning mono-rail track. Our 600 SIGNATURE SERIES horizontal sliding windows are the best on the market with dual protection weather strip, aluminum track, coved delrin rollers, 12 chambers for better insulation and the “Signature” integral fin.
When you’re looking for a classic style consider the Single Hung window which opens from the bottom up, or the Double Hung window with double tilting sashes for easy cleaning and maintenance. Timeless and traditional, American Integrity Single and Double Hung windows open effortlessly and remain in place with concealed constant force balancers.

Contact your dealer for available series styles and sizes.
Designed for maximum airflow, the American Integrity Casement Window opens completely, extending out to allow greater airflow inside. Casements are commonly used with an arch top, mulled together with other windows, or used in pairs. Multi-point locks offer security and simplicity. Folding hardware is standard and reduces space, assisting in window covering clearance.
The awning style window is hinged at the top and comes with two single point locks. Like the casement it projects out, offering full ventilation and airflow. American Integrity Awning Windows are easy to operate and great for locations high or low to help circulate inside air. Awnings incorporate the same standard features as casement windows.
Picture windows are fixed and do not open. They can be stacked or mulled with operable windows. American Integrity Picture Windows are available with optional grids and a variety of glass options, so tell us what you want and how big you want it. We specialize in manufacturing smaller- and larger-sized picture windows, more than most other manufacturers.
Geometric windows come in variety of styles including radius, peaks, trapezoids and octagons. If you can dream it—chances are we can build it. Whether alone or in combination, give your home distinction with American Integrity Geometric Windows.
About American Integrity

"Our INNOVATION in window design is changing the way you VIEW vinyl windows"

Great windows start with the very best ideas, and are built by great people. At our manufacturing facility in Apple Valley, California this is happening each and every day. Craftsmen and specialists in every department perform their work efficiently, with extreme care, blending the latest technology and equipment with old-fashioned values of craftsmanship.

We strive for “heroic customer service” from setting up and training our dealers, to packaging our windows for the best possible protection of the product during shipment. Products are then shipped to dealers via our own fleet of trucks with qualified drivers. Our service staff is always here to help should a problem arise.

With great products and a caring, experienced staff, we can give customers peace of mind. Our full line of windows and sliding doors are backed by the industry’s best warranty. American Integrity proudly sources vinyl and glass made right here in America. This translates to a lifetime warranty backed by American manufacturers and suppliers.

Please visit our web site for more information on our fine line of quality products.

www.americanintegrity.com
Imagine exterior window and patio door colors that complement your other building material colors. American Integrity Solar Reflective Coatings (SRC) are formulated specifically for adhesion on vinyl PVC to achieve excellent weathering durability. A special blend of acrylic and polyurethane resins, select pigments, and heat curing to 130 degrees, provides excellent color and gloss retention, adhesion under temperature extremes, and resistance to scratching, abrasion, and staining. They’re fully tested and guaranteed for 10 years.
Bay windows offer the ability to incorporate a sitting or viewing area with sheer elegance. Often bay windows incorporate single hung or casement sides, called flankers. American Integrity Bay Windows are 45 degrees on the sides and can be purchased as three separate windows or as assembled units.

WINDOW STYLES

Contact your dealer for available series styles and sizes. No head or seat in assembled units.
Used most often in kitchens and baths, the garden window is an easy way to create open space, allowing you to display plants or other items. American Integrity Garden Windows come standard with HP Low E glass tops, a tempered glass shelf and single hung sides. Consult a dealer or call American Integrity for available colors.
Sliding patio doors come in many configurations to fit your needs. A sliding door consists of active moving panels and stationary fixed panels. American Integrity Sliding Doors are fully reversible and the stationary panel can be removed to allow large items to pass through. Doors come with dual rollers for a smooth glide, optional heavy-duty screens and a 2-point or optional 4-point locking system for greater security.
Beauty and strength are paired together in the American Integrity Estate Series Vinyl French Swinging Door. Classic French style and distinctive design combined with the strength of unsurpassed engineering, make our door the perfect choice for new construction applications and replacement doors. Multiple styling configurations make French swinging doors practical for any room in the home.
Hardware and Color Options

“Unleash your creativity” with our custom color Integrity coatings

Windows & Doors

Door Hardware
SRC colored doors come with black exterior handles and white or almond interior. Almond and white doors come with matching handles. Three optional finishes are available for all sliding doors.

Window Hardware
Unique, contemporary style interior window handle with no exposed screws, ergonomic pull, detent feature and reliable time-tested locking mechanism. Available in white and almond.

Grid Options
5/8” Flat grids are the standard grid option. For a more traditional look we suggest upgrading to 1” sculpted grids. For even greater detail step up to the beauty of Americana “SDL” (simulated divided lite.) Americana SDL combines the 1” interior sculpted grid with our detailed exterior grid, for a truly authentic wood window look. American Integrity grids are available in standard or custom patterns and colors.

Achieve a high-end architectural look in one of six standard vinyl colors
Tired of the same old bland white windows? Need to match your home architecturally with color or style? Use COLOR to accent your home with our “Integrity Coatings.” Available for new construction or a remodel, American Integrity’s Solar Reflective Coating (SRC) is an affordable choice over wood. Our INNOVATIVE product designs and Integrity Coatings will please the eye as well as add value to your home. Available in any custom or six standard colors, SRC windows come with a ten year warranty.
LE Engineering: Three types of High Performance Low E
Engineer your home for any environment or orientation. Spectrally selective glass, commonly referred to as Low E or Low E2 (low emissivity glass) is a high performance coating on the inside of the dual glazed unit. This coating reduces heat and U.V. fading, while allowing natural light in.

Textured (privacy) Glass/Tinted Glass
Textured obscured glass offers different levels of privacy. Choose one of our patterns, or for a more elegant look, consider the Masterpiece leaded glass.

Sound Reduction Glass
Most of our glass options are available with SoundGuard or SoundGuard Plus. Although dual glazed is twice as effective reducing sound over single pane, by simply changing one pane to a thicker glass or using laminated glass in SoundGuard Plus, sound is reduced even more.

Masterpiece Leaded Glass
Triple glazed and available with optional LowE2, leaded glass is inviting and elegant. Used in entry ways, baths, next to doors, leaded glass is available in four standard patterns with various glass types to either maintain your view or add privacy and safety where needed. With every order, the glass we use to build your windows is your choice.

V-Groove
Don’t look for the tape here; we use only true beveled v-groove, offering a greater variety and a more appealing product. Look closely and see for yourself.
Glossary of Window Terms

**AAMA** American Architectural Manufacturers Association. Non profit organization that oversees the structural ratings standards. The Gold or Silver label found on American Integrity windows.

**ASTRAGAL** The part of a three- or four-panel sliding door that holds the locking panels together.

**AWNING** Top hinged, crank-out window.

**EGRESS** The minimum size a window is allowed in a sleeping room for fire safety.

**ENERGY STAR** Program to promote energy efficient products.

**CASEMENT** Left or right hinged crank-out window.

**GLAZING BEAD** The trim piece (stop) that helps keep the glass in place.

**GRIDS** The divide-lites that are in between the two panes of glass, or applied, also called grilles.

**HEAD** The top of a window or door.

**HORIZONTAL SLIDER** Window that slides back and forth.

**JAMB** The sides of a window or door.

**LOW E2** Low emissivity, high performance coating in between the glass, to reduce heat, condensation, and ultraviolet fading.

**MULL** To join two windows together side by side to form one window.

**NFRC (National Fenestration Rating Council)** Non profit organization that administers uniform, independent rating and labeling system for the energy performance of windows, doors and skylights.

**PICTURE WINDOW** Non opening window also called fixed window.

**SASH** The operable part of venting window, also called a vent.

**SDL** Simulated Divided Lites, applied exterior grids.

**SINGLE HUNG** Window that slides up and down.

**SHGC** Solar Heat Gain Coefficient measures how well a product blocks heat caused by sunlight. The lower a window’s solar heat gain coefficient, the less solar heat it transmits in the house.

**SILL** The bottom of a window or door.

**STACK** Joining a window on top of another to form one window.

**STATIONARY PANEL** The non-operable panel of a sliding window or door.

**U-FACTOR** U-factor measures how well a product prevents heat from escaping. The lower the U-value, the greater a window’s resistance to heat flow and the better its insulating value.

**VENT** The operable part of venting window also called sash.

**XO** The term used to describe a horizontal sliding window (X = the vent, O = stationary) as viewed looking at the window from outside the building.

**VLT** Visible Light Transmission. The percentage of natural light that is transmitted through glass.
300 Heritage Series windows incorporate a narrow frame profile with great value and quality. Use 300 Heritage Series windows in new construction as well as for remodeling or replacement.

400 Legacy Series windows are similar to the 300 Heritage Series, featuring pleasing aesthetics inside and out. With an equal site bar on the stationary panel and aluminum track, the 400 Legacy Series window will perform beautifully in your new construction or remodeled home.

500 Estate Series and 600 Signature Series windows provide distinctive beveled frame profiles in all styles of windows. 500 and 600 Series frame profiles will enhance any home’s appearance. These proprietary frames give the appearance of wood windows with the durability and low maintenance of vinyl.

360/460/560 Sliding Glass Doors have contemporary interior handles with a double mortise lock which exceeds AAMA forced entry codes. Ease of operation, stainless steel rollers, a deluxe screen door, and optional matching side lite makes this door an industry leader.

With wider door frames, the 560 French Rail Sliding Glass Door gives the appearance of traditional French doors.
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